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Abstract
Very high accuracy and a very high repeatability, both in the range of a
few microns, is very hard to achieve with today’s common serial robots. An
approach utilizing the Gantry-Tau principle is used in my theses together with
a dual motor control to eliminate the troublesome backlash rising from the
mechanical limitations. Both hardware and software will be regarded and with
an antagonistic control structure I will show that the accuracy of a few micron
really can be achieved. To evaluate the regulators parameter and test the control
strategies a command prompt was made for the serial communication and a
graphical interface was also made for the Ethernet communication.

Nomenclature
ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter
CCS Code Composer Studio
DMC Dual Motor Control
ePWM Enhanced Pulse Width Modulator Module
eQEP Enhanced Quadrature Encoder Pulse Module
GPIO General Purpose Input/Output
GUI Graphical User Interface
ISR Interrupt Service Routine
LED Light-Emitting Diode
McBSP Multichannel Buffered Serial Port
QEI Quadrate Encoder Interface
SCI Serial Communication Interface
SPI Serial Peripheral Interface
T.I. Texas Instruments
VPC Valve Position Control
iii
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1
Introduction
Robotics has been used in the industry since the early 1960’s when the first, the
Unimate, was used in the assembly line of General Motors. Since then many
improvements and new techniques have been developed, but still standard in
the industry is to use robots with one motor per axis/degree-of-freedom.
Under two recent European framework programs,
• SMErobot, The European robot initiative for strengthening the compet-
itiveness of Small and Medium Enterprises in manufacturing, 6th frame-
work programme [17].
• The COMET project, Plug-and-produce COmponents and METhods for
adaptive control of industrial robots enabling cost effective, high precision
manufacturing in factories of the future, 7th framework programme [18].
initiatives for making industrial robots more accessible for small and medium
sized enterprises and more adaptive and precise than before laid the ground for
the development of a Gantry-Tau industrial robot for the factories of the future.
1.1 Position Accuracy
The Gantry-Tau technique offers more stiffness and a substantially larger work-
ing area than commonly used industrial robots based on serial kinematic struc-
tures. However, backlash may still be a problem due to the mechanics from
both the motors and the gear-boxes. With the parallel kinematic model utiliz-
ing two motors and the rack-and-pinion approach the effects of backlash can be
eliminated and position control with a very high accuracy can be obtained.
1
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Figure 1.1: Full-scale Gantry-Tau robot, L2, in the robotics laboratory, Lund.
1.2 Problem Formulation
For industrial robots, the position accuracy itself is not, directly, as important
as the repeatability accuracy, i.e., the ability to perform the same task over and
over again with almost no loss in position accuracy, e.g., no drifting will occur.
How good they are, are measured by their repeatability accuracy.
This master’s thesis will focus on how to make a workable platform for
evaluation of new and different control structures and thus improving existing
results. Three main problems will be addressed,
1. Implement hardware for the platform
2. Write software for microcontroller and graphical user interface
3. Implement a new control structure for the rack-and-pinion based solution
Prerequisities
This is not the first work on the Dual Motor Controller (DMC) on the depart-
ment of Automatic Control. Earlier master theses [14, 13] have both practically
and theoretically analysed this problem and hardware and software prototypes
have then been developed at the department. These prototypes lie to ground
for my starting point.
2
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1.3 Outline of this Thesis
Firstly in Chapter 2 all hardware used in this thesis are presented and ex-
plained. Some hardware parts like the Quadrature Encoder interface (QEI)
decoder/module card will be explained more in-depth. Then focus will lie on
the software in Chapter 3 and how to program the control card, and with that
all the peripheral utilized, as well as programming of a graphical user interface
(GUI) used later for debugging and evaluation purpose. These two first chap-
ters will have a general approach, i.e., they will explain how everything works
and are to be set-up, but it is first in Chapter 4 the implementation of this
knowledge is taking place. So Chapter 4 will explain how it all works together,
as well as present an application example from the European COMET project
during its 6th general assembly in Lund, and finally end with the evaluation
and discussion of the results.
3
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2
Equipment
In this thesis there will be a distinction between the usage of control card,
processor, motherboard and DMC. DMC is used when it refers to the whole
system, e.g., when utilizing all the former together.
2.1 Hardware
The hardware used in the DMC is listed in Table 2.1 and an overview can be
seen in Figure 2.1 below as well as the real set-up in Figure 2.2.
Table 2.1: Listing of hardware components
Component type Manufacturer Model
Motor Faulhaber 3863A024C
Gearbox Faulhaber 38/1 S
Pinion Gu¨del SN1024
Encoder Heidenhain ERN 1080
Encoder Heidenhain LIDA 487
Encoder Heidenhain ST 3078
Motherboard Automatic Control, LTH —–
QEI Decoder Automatic Control, LTH —–
QEI Module Automatic Control, LTH —–
5
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Motherboard
Control card
QEI- decoder Motor 1
Motor 2
QEI-module
ADC / eQEP
QEI- decoder
McBSP QEI- decoder
Rotary encoder
Rotary encoder
Exp. pos. encoder
ENC424J600
Current sensors
SPI Ethernet
RS-232 SerialSCI
24V power supply
Figure 2.1: DMC assembly overview
Figure 2.2: Left: DMC set-up on one of the parallel racks on the T1 robot.
Right: Test-rig set-up (missing a rotary encoder on the left motor).
2.2 Control Card - TMS320F28335
The control card used, to be more specific is a,
• C2000 32 bit Delfino TM TMS320F28335, R1.2
The Delfino-family uses floating-point and up to 150MHz (6.67ns Cycle Time)
of processor speed with a 68 kb RAM and 512 kb Flash memory. It offers among
other things 1 12-bit 16-channel ADC, 2 McBSP, 1 I2C, 3 SCI, 1 SPI, 2 CAN,
6/2 CAP/QEP, 1 18-channel PWM and 88 GPIO:s [2].
2.3 QEI Decoder Card
For the 15-pin D-sub connector from the two HEIDENHAIN ERN 1080 rotary
encoders to be able to communicate with the DMC a decoder in-between is
6
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needed. The decoder by itself does not do anything intellectual, it only justifies
the differential signals from the encoders so the control card can make use of
them. The decoding is done in two steps,
• Convert signals to ADC
• Convert signals to QEI
The analogue sin/cos differential signals are converted into analogue single-
ended signals and then adjusted to match the 0− 3V ADC input on the control
card. Also the analogue signals are transformed to 3.3V signals by a Schmitt-
Trigger circuit which enables the use of the control cards enhanced Quadrature
Encoder Pulse (eQEP) module and the signal is processed as if the decoder
cards were an ordinary digital encoder.
Table 2.2: Listing of QEI decoder card components
Component type Manufacturer Model
Amplifier Burr-Brown INA122
Hex inverting Schmitt trigger Philips 74HC14D
2.3.1 QEI Module Card
Since the control card only supports two encoder signals and if one wants to
use the positional encoder as a third positional feedback signal, an extra card
is needed. This card have to mimic the eQEP on the control card as well as
send back the position over SPI. For this an AtmelTiny44 processor was used.
The processor sends 32-bit long packets with 24-bit for grating period steps and
uses the remaining 8-bit for the interpolation. To fit the 4kB flash memory and
288B RAM on the AtmelTiny44 a look-up table for the arctan calculations, see
Subsection 4.2.1, was used.
Table 2.3: Listing of QEI module card components
Component type Manufacturer Model
Processor Atmel ATtiny44
2.4 Motherboard
The components used for the motherboard is listed in Table 2.4. See also Fig-
ure 2.1 for a reminder of the whole DMC assembly.
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Table 2.4: Listing of motherboard components
Id Component type Manufacturer Model
IC1 PWM Motor Driver T.I. DRV8402
IC2 Linear Current Sensor Allegro ACS712..05B
IC3 Linear Current Sensor Allegro ACS712..05B
IC4 Ethernet Controller Microchip ENC424J600
IC5 Power-Mini Automatic Control —
IC6A Operational Amplifier T.I. LM358
IC6B Operational Amplifier T.I. LM358
IC7 Linear voltage regulator T.I. TPS79533
MAGJACK RJ45 Connector Amphenol RJMG1M5
L1 Inductance Coiltronics DR127-4R7
L2 Inductance Coiltronics DR127-4R7
L3 Inductance Coiltronics DR127-4R7
L4 Inductance Coiltronics DR127-4R7
LED1 Led — Green
LED2 Led — Red
LED3 Led — Blue
2.4.1 Emergency Stops
On the DMC-platform there are two types of emergency brakes implemented.
The EM STOP1 channel, see Figure 2.3, only affects the processor and one
option is to implement zero velocity regulation when active, i.e., software pro-
tection for robot failure. The other channel, EM STOP2, goes directly to the
PWM motor drivers and shuts them down without respect of the processor. If
the motors are connected to an arm it will collapse due to no built-in brake in
the mechanics.
Figure 2.3: Emergency stops on the motherboard
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EM STOP 1
EM STOP 1 goes, as mentioned before, directly to the control cards input pin.
If there are no errors, there should be a short-cut, jumper, between 1 and 2
on the pin-list which makes EM STOP 1 connect to GND. The processor will then
read this as OK (low) on the input pin. If a physical emergency brake shall be
implemented it should brake this short-circuit at pin 1 and 2 on the pin-list.
The R27 resistance will then pull the input pin high and the motors stops.
EM STOP 2
EM STOP 2 is a little bit more complex. It pulls the motor drivers (IC1) reset
pins but also the processor can turn it off with the same signal, despite the
emergency stop signal being OK. That is why the transistor, T4, is needed. The
normal case is when there is a short-cut between pin 3 and 4 on the pin-list and
EM STOP 2 is connected to GND. In this situation one can neglect T4 because it
is turned off. R30 will pull CONTROL6 high if not the processor has assigned that
pin as an output and pulls it low. If there is no short-cut between pin 3 and
4 R28 will activate the transistor and CONTROL6 will go to ground and the IC1
is turned off. The processor detects this by assigning the respective pin as an
input and read its value.
2.4.2 Voltage and Current Measurement Points
To calibrate the software some control measurements are required, and as seen
in Figure 2.4 red dots indicate recommended spots for voltage measurements
and blue squares for current measurements.
Figure 2.4: Motor current and voltage measurement points
9
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To see exact where these spots are on the mother board see Appendix A. The
analytical values for the voltages and currents are,
R32
R31 +R32
· 4096
3
· 0.5 [ticks/V oltage] (2.1)
R24
R23 +R24
· 4096
3
· 0.185 [ticks/Ampere] (2.2)
where the first fraction in the equations is a scale factor needed to fit the output
voltages to the 0−3V range of the ADC. The second fraction is ticks per voltage
for the ADC (12-bit) and finally for the voltage there is another scale factor
because of the modulation technique used and for the current the sensitivity of
the ACS712..05B.
To clarify the ACS712..05B current sensor, it does not send a current to
the ADC on the control card. It reflects the current by sending a voltage
proportional to the currents.
2.5 Assembly of the DMC Platform
Last to do when all hardware parts are ready and functional is the assembly of
the DMC platform. The necessary connections are,
• 24 V to motherboard
• Control stick (emulator) between control card and computer
• Serial port on motherboard and computer
• Ethernet port on motherboard and computer
• Rotary encoders and motherboard
• Exposed positional encoder and motherboard
All connections have an opposite, unique, connection on the motherboard
to minimize confusion and operator error, with exception of the rotary and po-
sitional encoders. These three encoders, one positional and two rotary, use a
15-pin D-sub connector with a QEI decoder card as interface to the mother-
board. The rotary encoders are connected in parallel and then attached to the
16-pin on-board connection close to the serial port. The serial connection was
using a USB serial converter due to lack of serial ports on the computer. The
positional encoder is, as the rotary, first to be connected to the QEI decoder
card. Then, in-between the loose wires risen from the bottom of the control
card, the QEI module card is connected. See Figure 2.1 for an overview.
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To get an overview of the complexity of the software this chapter consists of
two different parts. First emphasis lies on how to set up registers, clocks and
utilization of different Interrupt Service Routines (ISR). Then focus will switch
to how communication and state machines interacts with the environment/user
and finally some words about the control structure and the PID-implementation
used.
Programming of the control card was made in C with Code Composer Studio
(CCS) [21]. MATLAB was used for testing and evaluations of control strate-
gies as well as display sampled data in a nice fashion. Kst [22] was used for
visualization of data in real-time. Wireshark [23] was used for monitoring the
Ethernet connections. Python was used for design of a GUI.
python
terminal
GUI
labcomm
DMC
Switch
Linux / PC
Ethernet
Serial
Figure 3.1: DMC communication overview
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3.1 Initiation
After all connections between the motherboard and the computer have been
initialized, see Section 2.5, start of programming the control card can take place.
To debug a program for loading it into the control card (device) a target file
(.ccxml) and a linker file (.cmd) is needed. The target file keeps information
regarding which type of control card and control stick utilized and the linker
file manages memory allocations.
For convenience two different main linker files were used; one for loading the
software into the RAM-memory and one for loading it into the FLASH-memory.
The linker file not being used can of course be hidden so it does not conflict the
active debugging process.
3.1.1 General Purpose Input/Output, GPIO
Before utilizing the different peripherals of the control card, their respective
GPIO needs to be set. The GPIO:s can be configured up to a maximum of
three different peripheral I/O signals via the GpioCtrlRegs.GPxMUXx register.
See [1] for more information.
//------------------------------------------------------------------
// GPIO-00 - PIN FUNCTION = --Spare--
GpioCtrlRegs.GPAMUX1.bit.GPIO0 = 0; // 0=GPIO,1=EPWM1A,2=Resv,3=Resv
GpioCtrlRegs.GPADIR.bit.GPIO0 = 0; // 1=OUTput,0=INput
// GpioDataRegs.GPACLEAR.bit.GPIO0 = 1; // uncomment if --> Set Low
// GpioDataRegs.GPASET.bit.GPIO0 = 1; // uncomment if --> Set High
//------------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 3.2: GPIO0 Default settings
In Figure 3.2 you see an example of how a default set-up for, e.g., GPIO0,
may look like. Notice that it can function as EPWM1A which also will be used
later for the motors. Totally there are 87 different GPIO:s that can be config-
ured for the TMS320F28335 control card.
Figure 3.3: TMS320F28335 pin-out. Red square is 3.3V in. Red circles are
GPIO:s. Green circles are ground. Purple circles are 5V in.
/* Configure SCI-A pins using GPIO regs */
//------------------------------------------------------------------
// This specifies which of the possible GPIO pins will be SCI
// functional pins.
GpioCtrlRegs.GPAMUX2.bit.GPIO28 = 1; // SCIRXDA
12
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GpioCtrlRegs.GPAMUX2.bit.GPIO29 = 1; // SCITXDA
// Internal pull-up
GpioCtrlRegs.GPAPUD.bit.GPIO28 = 0; // Enable pull-up, SCIRXDA
GpioCtrlRegs.GPAPUD.bit.GPIO29 = 0; // Enable pull-up, SCITXDA
/* Set qualification for selected pins to asynch only */
// Inputs are synchronized to SYSCLKOUT by default.
// This will select asynch (no qualification) for the selected pins
GpioCtrlRegs.GPAQSEL2.bit.GPIO28 = 3; // Asynch input, SCIRXDA
//------------------------------------------------------------------
Figure 3.4: SCI-A GPIO settings
To configure the Serial Communication Interface (SCI), TMS320F28335 sup-
ports up to three SCI:s (A/B/C), two GPIO:s are to be considered, see Figure 3.4
for which ones that was used. Now the GPIO:s are initiated but still there is
some registers to be set before the functionality of the RS-232 port on the
motherboard finally can be utilized, see Appendix B.
In analogy with the SCI-A:s GPIO and register settings, this have to be done
for every peripheral used. To get a better understanding as well as for getting
some guidelines of how all peripherals are to be programmed, see [1] for more
information.
3.1.2 SYSCLKOUT and H/LSPCLK
For all communications to work properly a number of different clock frequencies
must be configured. The first one is CLKIN, or SYSCLKOUT as it also is referred
to, which by two different prescales sets the input frequencies for the rest of the
clocks. SYSCLKOUT is determined by,
SY SCLKOUT (CLKIN) =
On− chip− Crystal
2
· 0xf
where f = [2...A]
(3.1)
Example:
R1.2→ On− chip− Crystal = 30MHz
f = 0xA (10 hexadecimal)
}
→ SY SCLKOUT = 150MHz
SYSCLKOUT:s frequency is then prescaled by HISPCP and LOSPCP to de-
sired frequencies where HSPCLK and LSPCLK then are used by respective
peripherals.
{HSPCLK,LSPCLK} = SY SCLKOUT
div
(3.2)
div =
{
1 if value is 0,
2 ∗ value if value = [1...7].
value = {HISPCP,LOSPCP}
Only the SCI operates with an asynchronous communication whilst the others
use MISO/SIMO/CS/CLK for their synchronized communication.
The relations of the different sample rates, baud rates and clock frequencies
are shown below.
13
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SYSCLKOUT / CLKIN
LSPCLK HSPCLK
SPI-A
SCI-A/B/C
McBSP
ADC
PWM
Figure 3.5: Relation between the different clock frequencies
SCI-A/B/C
BAUD =
LSPCLK
8 · (BRR+ 1)
LSPCLK = BAUD · 8 · (BRR+ 1)
BRR =
LSPCLK
8 ·BAUD − 1
(3.3)
SPI-A
BAUD =
LSPCLK
div
SPIBRR =
LSPCLK
BAUD
− 1
(3.4)
div =
{
4 if SPIBRR = [0...2],
SPIBRR+ 1 if SPIBRR = [3...127].
ADC
sample rate =
HSPCLK
div · (CPS + 1) (3.5)
div =
{
1 if ADCCLKPS is 0,
2 ·ADCCLKPS if ADCCLKPS = [2...15].
CPS = [0, 1].
14
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McBSP
sample rate =
LSPCLK
CLKDIV + 1
(3.6)
CLKDIV = [1...255].
PWM
TBCLK =
SY SCLKOUT
hsp · clk (3.7)
hsp =
{
1 if HSPCLKDIV is 0,
2 ·HSPCLKDIV if HSPCLKDIV = [2...15].
clk = 2CLKDIV where CLKDIV = [0...7].
See [2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10] for more information.
To summarize:
1. Decide SYSCLKOUT
2. Prescale to desired frequencies with HISPCP and LOSPCP
3. Decide:
(a) BRR for SCI and SPI
(b) CLKGDV for McBSP
(c) CPS and ADCCLKPS for ADC
(d) HSPCLKDIV and CLKDIV for PWM
3.2 Interrupt Service Routine, ISR
There are two files that initiate and control the overall timings of the software.
In interrupts.c the control card is initiated with interrupts from
TINT0 ISR and timer0.c then points it to our own ISR, timer0 isr(void). This
means that every time TINT0 ISR makes an interrupt our own ISR function will
run. We can now make different semaphores for different timings and with an
internal offset we protect ourselves from simultaneous execution to take place.
In main.c the timer is initiated with a period of 1000 µs. The semaphores used
in timer0.c are,
• 10 ms→ QEI
• 50 ms→ Security State Machine
• 333 ms→ Ethernet link check
The priority order for the control card ISR:s can be found in [11].
15
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3.2.1 ADC
Except for the two previous over-all software timing ISR:s there is also one
ISR explicitly used for the control timings, ADC isr(). The ADC Start-of-
conversion (SOC) can be triggered by software, by ePWM1-6 or by an external
interrupt (GPIO XINT2). Here the ePWM1 will be used for SOC. The ADC
on the control card uses a 16-channel input with 12-bits of conversion and the
possibility of cascade sampling. The readable digital value is,
Digital value =

0 if input = 0,
4096 · Analog Input V alue−ADCLO3 if 0 < input < 3,
4095 if input ≥ 3.
(3.8)
where input is in [V ] and ADCLO offsets the analog input if needed.
Because there are 10 different inputs we are interested in, and to sample
them at the same time will not inflict on our control, we only need 5 double
conversions. They were mapped as,
Table 3.1: ADC conversion table
Conversion Input ADC-pin Description
ADCRESULT0 I1 A0 Current on Motor1
ADCRESULT1 I2 B0 Current on Motor2
ADCRESULT2 V1 A1 Voltage on Motor1
ADCRESULT3 V2 B1 Voltage on Motor2
ADCRESULT4 Enc1A A2 Encoder raw value from Motor1
ADCRESULT5 Enc1B B2 Encoder raw value from Motor1
ADCRESULT6 Enc2A A3 Encoder raw value from Motor2
ADCRESULT7 Enc2B B3 Encoder raw value from Motor2
ADCRESULT8 Vin A4 Supply voltage for Motors
ADCRESULT9 Pot B4 Potential voltage
The raw encoder values, ADCRESULT4-7, are not utilized in the software. See
Section 2.3 for a more detailed information on how these signals are decoded
for QEI usage.
ADC isr()
As mentioned above this ISR is trigged by ePWM1, and it is configured with a
up-and-down mode which means that the ADC isr() will be run with a period,
or frequency, of,
TPWM = 2 · TBPRD · TTBCLK
FPWM = 1 / TPWM
(3.9)
With TBPRD = 2048 and TBCLK = 150MHz → FPWM ≈ 36.6kHz.
Remember that TTBCLK is the period and not the frequency as seen in Equa-
tion (3.7). FPWM can be regarded as the fastest sampling rate for the whole
system. Voltages and current measurements are made every sampling as well
16
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Figure 3.6: Time-Base Frequency and Period
as triggering of the different control loops. These functions are executed by
individual ISR:s in the order determined by Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Control ISR describing the order of execution
# Control ISR
0 i1
1 currMeas
2 i2
3 vel
4 i1
5 currMeas
6 i2
7 pos
To clarify Table 3.2,
• Currents frequency = FPWM/4. # 0, 2, 4, 6.
• Velocity frequency = FPWM/8. # 3
• Position frequency = FPWM/8. # 7
which values were then used for their respective PID regulators sampling rate,
h. See [5] and [6] for more information.
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3.3 Serial Communication
The serial port is mainly used for monitoring encoder values and simpler PID
debugging and for this a simple prompt has been made, see Figure 3.7. It offers
the same abilities as the Python GUI regarding parameter changes etc., but also
offers a security in a override function which can take control over the motors
despite Ethernet failure.
Table 3.3: Serial port commands
Command Purpose Input
ENC+ Print encoder values —
REGS Turn on/off controllers int *
OVER Ethernet override —
CURP Set current controller gain, P float
CURI Set current controller time constant, I float
CURD Set current controller time constant, D float
CURL Set current controller rate limit, RL float
CURE Turn on/off P, I, D and RL part in controller int **
CURR Set current controller reference, r float
CURV Print current controller values —
VELP Set velocity controller gain, P float
VELI Set velocity controller time constant, I float
VELD Set velocity controller time constant, D float
VELL Set velocity controller rate limit, RL float
VELE Turn on/off P, I, D and RL part in controller int **
VELR Set velocity controller reference, r float
VELV Print velocity controller values —
POSP Set position controller gain, P float
POSI Set position controller time constant, I float
POSD Set position controller time constant, D float
POSL Set position controller rate limit, RL float
POSE Turn on/off P, I, D and RL part in controller int **
POSR Set position controller reference, r float
POSV Print position controller values —
STEP Step generator float
RAMP Ramp generator float
SINS Sinusoidal generator float
Table 3.4: * — REGS legend
Value Purpose
0 Turn off all controller
1 Turn current controller on
2 Turn current and velocity controllers on
3 Turn current, velocity and position controllers on
def Print status
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Table 3.5: ** — CURE/VELE/POSE legend
Value 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
P x x x x x x x x
I x x x x x x x x
D x x x x x x x x
RL x x x x x x x x
To use this serial prompt, a terminal on the computer is needed. On the Linux
based computer used in the robotics laboratory the following command was
used,
simcom -BRR /dev/ttyXXXX
where BRR is the baud rate and XXXX the port, e.g., USB0. See Table 3.3
for the valid commands for the SCI prompt.
Figure 3.7: SCI prompt start-up screen
3.4 Ethernet Communication
Communication through the SCI is neither fast enough for transmitting and
updating the control parameters nor fast enough for receiving measurement
values for real-time plotting and debugging. The solution is to set-up the SPI
on the control card to work with a stand-alone 10/100 Ethernet Controller,
ENC424J600. Now transmission and receiving of packets in adequate speed is
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possible but we have introduced an extra step in the internal software commu-
nication. So in contrast to the SCI we do not receive signals/packets directly,
instead we make use of the ENC424J600 as an intermediary. When a packet is
received, ENC424J600 makes an interrupt to the control card. The packet can
then be fetched through the SPI to the DMC for processing.
The ENC424J600 works with either SPI or PSP and operates from a fixed
25MHz clock input. When the SPI port is utilized the ENC424J600 only works
as slave, which means that the host, DMC, needs to generate the CLK signal.
3.4.1 Serial Peripheral Interface, SPI
SPI init GPIO() — First the GPIO:s are configured for SPI-A; which pins
acts as SIMO, MOSI, CLK and STE.
SPI init regs() — Next thing is to initiate the system registers with re-
spect to the clock and interrupts on the SPI.
SPI init fifo() — Finally the specific registers of the SPI can be initiated.
Decisions like master-/slave-mode, speed, clock polarity, clock phase, loopback
etc., take place here.
3.4.2 ENC424J600
MAC system reset() — To make sure the Medium Access Control (MAC)
reset is done correctly a write-verify-reset-reverify approach is used to ensure
proper start-up.
MAC init() — Initiates RX tracking variables, time stamps, TX/RX/UDA
buffer addresses, ETHtx information, automatic packet padding, LED-functions,
RX packet reception/interrupts etc.
3.4.3 Ethernet packet structures
The structure of the packets used for transmitting and receiving follows the
IEEE 802.3 Ethernet networking standard [20] and when the preamble and
CRC are removed, preferable taken care-of by the ENC424J600, we end up
with Figure 3.8.
Destination MAC Source MAC Type Payload
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2
Figure 3.8: IEEE 802.3 Ethernet frame layout
To this some more bytes will be added so we properly can integrate the
ENC424J600 with our own Ethernet frame structure. So prior to the IEEE
802.3 Ethernet frame layout in Figure 3.8 1-byte for a flag is added, 2-bytes for
total received bytes from the ENC424J600 and finally 4-bytes regarding received
packet status flags from the ENC424J600.
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Flag rxBytes rxStatus IEEE 802.3 layout
1 1 2 1 2 3 4
Figure 3.9: DMC Ethernet frame layout
Destination addresses will be kept static, i.e., the same host computer will
be used all time. Byte 1, Flag, is used for notifying when a new packet has been
received and it is valid and when a packet is to be sent from the DMC. The
payload has been divided into three distinctive parts; type, mode and data.
Payload
data
content
type[1] mode[1] data0[2]...data6[2]
Figure 3.10: Payload structure of a transmitting/receiving packet
As seen in Figure 3.10 type and mode consists of 1-byte each and data0...6
by 2-bytes, which gives a total of 16 bytes for the whole payload and 37-bytes
for a whole DMC Ethernet frame.
3.4.4 Sending and Receiving
For the DMC to start transmitting packets, a received packet first needs to be
taken care of, i.e., communication is always started by the host computer. First
DMC checks if there has been an interrupt on the GPIO33 pin. If true (logic
low) DMC copies the whole packet from the ENC424J600 to a temporary frame
and starts by fetching the rxBytes and places them in the DMC Ethernet frame,
see Figure 3.9. Then DMC examines the Next Packet Address pointer, if this
pointer is out of range or odd DMC discards the packet. Next the rxStatus bits
are copied to the DMC frame and DMC checks if the basic status flags are set,
if not the packet is discarded. Finally the rest; headers and data, are copied to
the real frame and the flag is set indicating a packet has been received.
Before accepting the packet as valid, two conditions must hold,
1. Correct EtherType
2. No payload error
When these conditions are fulfilled, instructions in TYPE is used for setting
the controller parameter values as well as determine the information the DMC
will send back. This means you can program up to 256 different frames for
different controls, or tasks, to be done by the DMC as well as 256 different
frames you want to be sent back. See Table 3.7 for how a default layout for a
received packet can look like and Table 3.8 for how to set controller parameters.
Instructions in mode, see Table 3.6, is only used for turning enable bit and
regulators on or off and packets sent back only reflects the status of the regula-
tors on the DMC.
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Table 3.6: Received packet .mode layout
ETHrx.data.content.mode — u08 all
0 .bits.outputs on RX Enable bit. Needs to be set for security
statemachine running mode.
1 .bits.curr reg on Turn current regulator on/off.
2 .bits.vel reg on Turn velocity regulator on/off.
3 .bits.pos reg on Turn position regulator on/off.
4 .bits.r3 Not in use.
5 .bits.r2 Not in use.
6 .bits.r1 Not in use.
7 .bits.r0 Not in use.
Table 3.7: ETHrx.data default layout
ETHrx.data.content — u08 all[16]
.all[0] (type) TYPE
.all[1] (mode) MODE
.all[2,3] (data0) ri1 ext.raw
.all[4,5] (data1) ri2 ext.raw
.all[6,7] (data2) rvel ext.raw
.all[8,9] (data3) rpos ext.raw
.all[10,11]] (data4) rpos ext.raw
.all[12,13] (data5) Not in use.
.all[14,15] (data6) Not in use.
Table 3.8: ETHrx.data set parameters layout
ETHrx.data.content — u08 all[16]
.all[0] (type) TYPE
.all[1] (mode) MODE
.all[2,3] (data0) KP
.all[4,5] (data1) TI
.all[6,7] (data2) TD
.all[8,9] (data3) RL
.all[10,11]] (data4) +ULIM
.all[12,13] (data5) −ULIM
.all[14,15] (data6) Not in use.
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3.5 State Machines
There are two state machines running simultaneously and intertwined; Security
and Ethernet. The security state machine handles everything regarding the
safety of the motors and the DMC. The Ethernet state machine is monitoring
the Ethernet connection and all traffic sent to and from the DMC. See Table 3.9
and Table 3.10 for Security and Ethernet state machines transitions.
Both state machines by themselves can not only change their own state but
also take control and change the other. This is to prevent the motors from
unnecessary usage and unwanted wear. When the security poll() function is
called in the security state machine it can intertwine and change an Ethernet
state. Since its function is to check all problems regarding the DMC-platform
this is quite natural. So when a Ethernet problem has occurred and the cur-
rent Ethernet state is ETH5 RUNNING, security poll() will change it to either
ETH1 DOWN or ETH4 UP.
Likewise will the Ethernet state machine change the security state if it
reaches the ETH1 DOWN state. Then it switches the security state to its initial
S3 DOWN and both state machines will start over.
3.5.1 Security States
Short summary of the different states in the Security state machine and the
security poll() function.
S1 IDLE
Stops the motors and runs security poll(). Counts down the EM.restet counter
and sets its value to 1 when complete. Calculates current offset.
• If Ethernet in Running State → S4 STRATUP
• Eth Task Ptr == ETH5 RUNNING → S4 STRATUP
S2 RUNNING
Runs security poll() and checks the EM.restet counter. If EM.restet counter
!= 0 resets the PWM circuit.
• EM.restet counter != 0 → S3 STOP
S3 STOP — initial state
Stops the motors and resets the EM.restet counter.
• State → S1 IDLE
S4 STARTUP
Runs security poll(). Resets the PWM and releases EM2 if EM.reset counter
== 1 and sets its value to 0.
• EM.restet counter == 0 → S2 RUNNING
• EM.restet counter > 1 → S3 STOP
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security poll()
Function for motors and Ethernet communication control.
1. EM1, active high
2. EM2, active low and input
3. Over current / Under voltage
4. High temperature
5. Ethernet control signal
6. Ethernet RX timeout or failure
7. Ethernet TX timeout
If any flag was set and S Task Ptr != S1 IDLE,
• Security state → S3 STOP
Also, if any flag from number 5-7 was set and Eth Task Ptr == ETH5 RUNNING,
• Ethernet state → ETH4 UP
3.5.2 Ethernet States
Short summary of the different states in the Ethernet state machine.
ETH0 IDLE — initial state
Checks the ENC424J600 PHY register for a 10-/100 Mbit h-/f-duplex successful
link.
• Link 10 → ETH2 10
• Link 100 → ETH3 100
ETH1 DOWN
Saves timestamp for Eth lastUp. Runs security stop() which resets the
PWM and stops the motors.
• Ethernet state → ETH0 IDLE
• Security state → S3 DOWN
ETH2 10
Saves timestamp for Eth lastDown. Tries to force 100Mbit link.
• State → ETH1 DOWN
ETH3 100
Saves timestamps for Eth lastDown and Eth lastUp.
• State → ETH4 UP
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ETH4 UP
Fetches and assembles a DMC-packet if interrupt on GPIO33. If Ether type is
correct and no payload error exists DMC executes the received packet and, if
the enable bit is set, resets all regulator process values as well. It also saves
timestamp for Eth lastPacket.
Checks with a 333 ms semaphore if link is up. If too long time has gone
since last packet was looked for, it saves Eth lastDown timestamp.
• !is up → ETH1 DOWN
• ETHrx->output on → ETH5 RUNNING
ETH5 RUNNING
Checks for interrupts and assemble packets in the same way as in ETH4 UP, or if
time between two packets are too long, i.e., no continuous packet flow, as well
as if there is too many unprocessed packets. If Ethernet timeouts, timestamps
are saved for Eth lastPAcket and Eth lastUp.
If correct Ethernet type executes the received packet. If then the transmit-
ting flag is set compiles a packet from the instructions set in TYPE. Increases
wFailedTXp by 1 if a previous transmission has started but not yet finished.
Saves timestamps for Eth lastUp.
• data > 100 packets → ETH1 DOWN
• RX FAIL MAX → ETH1 DOWN
• TX FAIL MAX → ETH1 DOWN
• RX Packet Timeout → ETH4 UP
• ETHrx->type !correct → ETH4 UP
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Table 3.9: Security state machine transition table. * is the initial state.
SECURITY 1 IDLE 2 RUNNING 3 STOP* 4 STRATUP
ETH Task Ptr == ETH5 RUNNING 4 STRATUP
EM.reset.counter != 0 3 STOP
— 1 IDLE
EM.reset.counter == 0 2 RUNNING
EM.reset.counter > 1 3 STOP
security poll() 3 STOP 3 STOP
Table 3.10: Ethernet state machine transition table. * is the initial state.
ETHERNET 0 IDLE* 1 DOWN 2 10 3 100 4 UP 5 RUNNING
PHY link == 10 2 10
PHY link == 100 3 100
— 0 IDLE
— 1 DOWN
— 4 UP
!link up 1 DOWN
ETHrx->output on == 1 5 RUNNING
data > 100 packets 1 DOWN
RX FAIL MAX 1 DOWN
TX FAIL MAX 1 DOWN
RX Packet Timeout 4 UP
ETHrx->type != 8065 4 UP
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3.5.3 LEDs
The state machines also control the three LEDs on the motherboard and the
two leds on the control card. These LEDs act as visual aid during operation,
see Table 3.11 and Table 3.12.
Table 3.11: Motherboard LEDs
# GPIO Colour Action
1 87 Green
Flashing: Ethernet link up.
Continuous: Link active (Sets and resets when
transmitting and receiving)
2 30 Red Missing external clock has been detected.
3 32 Blue
Flashing: Motors enabled despite Ethernet
errors.
Continuous: Motors enabled. No error.
Table 3.12: Control card LEDs
# GPIO Colour Action
4 31 Red ”Heartbeat” — control card active.
5 34 Red Not in use.
3.6 PID Control
To not limit the controllers in any way they all sprung from highly dynamic class
that lets the user decide almost everything, i.e., no restrictions in the software.
The PID-structure is written in parallel form and is a bit more extended than
the ordinary ”textbook” structure [16].
• Gain independent of sampling time
• All values are in floating point
• Set point rate-limiter, slew rate
• Weighting (β) for P and I reference values
• Bandwidth limitation on derivative (N)
• Option to toggle P-, I-, D-part and slew rate on/off to increase runtime
performance.
When suddenly changing set-points, or when restarting the PID equation after
an extended pause, the derivative of the equation can cause a bump in the
controller output. To help smooth out that bump a bumpless functionality was
implemented.
u(t) = K
(
e(t) +
1
Ti
∫ t
e(s) + Td
de(t)
dt
)
(3.10)
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To make the ”textbook” PID controller [16], Equation (3.10), work properly
with the software it has to be discretized. The proportional part is simply,
P (kh) = Kp (βu(kh)− y(kh))
Kp = K
(3.11)
with a weighting on the control signal, β.
The integral part is approximated with Euler’s forward approximation,
I(kh+ h) = I(kh) +Ki(βu(kh)− y(kh))
Ki =
Kph
Ti
(3.12)
The derivative part is given by,
D(kh) = Kd,DD(kh− h)−Kd,y(y(kh)− y(kh− h))
Kd,D =
Td
Td +Nh
Kd,y =
KpTdN
Td +Nh
(3.13)
using Euler’s backward difference approximation.
The control signal then becomes,
u(kh) = P (kh) + I(kh) +D(kh) (3.14)
which also is referred to as a position algorithm or an absolute algorithm because
the output of the controller is the absolute value of the control signal.
The constants Kp, Ki, Kd,D and Kd,y are pre-calculated and only updated
when one of their parametera are changed, this to minimize unnecessary pro-
cessor usage.
3.6.1 Slew Rate
Slew rate is the maximum rate-of-change of the output signal in time,
SR =
unit
time
In PID controllers it can act as a low-pass filter for the incoming reference signal.
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Figure 3.11: Slewrate model. Signal before (dashed) and after (solid) low-pass
filtering.
This is applied to the reference signal just before it is passed on to the PID
controller.
3.6.2 Integrator Windup
Controllers with integral action together with an actuator that saturates can,
or will, result in unwanted effects. If so, the integrator will sum up to a very
high value which when the error is finally reduced, will take the integrator a
considerable long time until it regains a normal value again.
One discretized approach for anti-windup is,
I(kh) = I(kh) · (x− 1), where x = [0...1] (3.15)
which will reduce the integral part until the saturation error, es, has diminished
to zero or less. This method do not take any regard of how big the saturation
is, i.e., it will always reduce the integral part with the same constant during
saturation.
Actuator model
Σ
− +
v u
es
Figure 3.12: Actuator saturation model
A very common method [16], that takes regard of the saturation error, is to
pass the error, es, multiplied with an integrator reset-time constant, Tr, to the
integrator proportional gain, Ki. Resulting in,
I(kh+ h) = I(kh) +Ki · (e+ Ti
Tr
· es)
e = βu(kh)− y(kh)
(3.16)
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3.7 Python GUI
As the serial communication interface is needed for basic debugging, a graphical
user interface (GUI) utilizing the Ethernet was also implemented. The GUI was
built-up by five main frames, each providing functionality for different purposes.
• With slides set the controller’s static reference
• Controller reference generator (ramp, sine and step)
• Commentary field for the log file
• Set/Show PID regulator parameters
• File name change, SCI prompt, Ethernet status and real-time plotting
To use the Python GUI on the used computer one has to run as a su, this be-
cause root-privileges for Ethernet and file manipulating are needed. The packets
are sent at 500Hz. To start the GUI on a Linux based computer the following
command was used,
sudo python pac dmc thread.py
Figure 3.13: DMC Python GUI
Short summary of the different GUI frames.
Frame 1: Slides and Check-boxes
The current and velocity slides are using 16 bytes to represent their work-range
and the position slide uses 32 bytes. Future work is to implement the event
boxes so a numerical value also can be set and used, c.f., the SCI prompt. The
check-boxes use the four bits in .mode, c.f. Table 3.6, to control the active
regulator(s). The check-boxes has hierarchy implemented, e.g., if you click the
velocity check-box the current boxes will also be checked.
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Frame 2: Reference Generators
The reference generator is using the same bits as Frame 1 for controlling the ac-
tive reference generator (ramp, sine or step) and the .type for active regulator.
A REF GENERATOR struct in C was created to take care of the packets and, as
in Frame 1, hierarchy was implemented for the regulators.
Frame 3: Commentary Field
Every log-file can, except from the data, include extra commentaries from the
GUI. An extraction from an old log-file is shown in Figure 3.14 below.
# Logfile created by pac dmc thread.py
# Date: Wed, 28 Mar 2012 13:27:05 +01
# Format: time[s] i1[mA] i2[mA] vel[mm/s] pos[mm] sysV[mV] i1Ref[mA]
#
# Comments:
# ---------
# vel mtr1 step, per2amp65
# pidparam:
# c1
# P=7
# I=0.005
# vel
# P=15
# I=0.18
# ---------
#
46.9847021103 -0.028 0.047 0.0 368.5624 0.209 0.0
46.9886920452 -0.02 0.047 0.0 368.5624 1.047 0.065
46.9926919937 -0.028 0.04 0.0 368.5624 1.617 0.065
46.9966921806 -0.019 0.038 0.0 368.5624 2.052 0.065
47.0006999969 0.156 0.034 0.7 368.56316 0.688 0.065
47.0046901703 0.123 0.04 1.1 368.567 0.582 0.065
47.0086910725 0.097 0.035 0.3 368.56924 0.537 0.065
47.012691021 0.091 0.036 0.0 368.56964 0.421 0.065
47.0166900158 0.081 0.045 0.0 368.56964 0.417 0.065
Figure 3.14: data 001.dat out-put file
The number sign (#) used to comment the starting lines as well as the space
delimiter ( ) for the data can easily be changed to fit the log-file for other
programs than Kst, e.g., MATLAB.
Frame 4: PID Controllers Parameter Setting
Here one can display the active parameters as well as change them and toggle
which parts should be active. In analogy with Frame 1 and Frame 2 the .mode
is used to change/show the active controllers parameter.
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Frame 5: File Name Change, SCI Prompt, DMC Ethernet Status and
Real-Time Plotting
The last frame consists of four different features. Namely, a file name change,
a SCI prompt, a DMC status bar and a graphical program start button. E.g.,
when a test has been started or just a step have been set utilizing the slides,
one can start Kst through the GUI to watch the data in real-time. The first
log-file is created during the GUI start-up and comments and data are later
appended when the DMC start sending packets. The file is created locally on
the computer due to too long latencies writing directly onto the server messing
up the timings.
The Python GUI was mainly used to evaluate the position accuracy of the
DMC by utilizing the different reference generators and together with the serial
prompt tune the parameters of the regulators.
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Implementation
Throughout Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 the fundamentals of this thesis have been
explained and now usage of this knowledge is finally implemented.
4.1 Voltage and Current Calibration
Before the current regulators can be used properly the amount of ticks per volt
and ticks per ampere from the control cards QEI is needed. First the analytical
values were calculated using Equation (2.1) and Equation (2.2) so an initial
scale factor for the software was obtained.
Vfeed =
5.6
5.6 + 56
· 4096
3
= 124.1 [tick/V oltage] (4.1)
V1,2 =
10
10 + 68
· 4096
3
· 0.5 = 87.5 [tick/V oltage] (4.2)
I1,2 =
3.3
1.5 + 3.3
· 4096
3
· 0.185 = 173.7 [tick/Ampere] (4.3)
Then V1 and V2 were calibrated by changing the feed voltage from the voltage
cube and by recording the corresponding QEI-tick and measure the voltage
with a multimeter. The currents were calibrated by setting arbitrary current
references in the software and then record the corresponding QEI-ticks and
measure the voltage at the R23/R24 voltage divider with a multimeter and as
reference a current clamp coupled on one of the motor cables was also used.
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Figure 4.1: Voltage and current calibration measurements
The sampled data is shown in Figure 4.6. The linear approximation was cal-
culated using MATLABs function polyfit. All data fits very well with their
respective linear approximation as supposed. The slope (k-values) from each
graph was,
k-values from measurements:
---------------------------
V feed: 124.0405
V 1: 88.4324
A 1Div: 175.8258
A 1Pr: 94.8345
---------------------------
Comparing the slopes with the analytical values most seem to be in order,
except the current measured with the current clamp. This is because the current
clamp returns the true RMS value of the active current while the multimeter
measurements at the voltage divider only returns the rectified mean value, so
if you do not hit exact in the middle of the voltage ”saw-tooth” the measured
value will be corrupt.
The differences from the analytical and measured values comes from the 1%
tolerance of the resistances and the 1.5% tolerance of the ACS712..05B [3].
4.2 Encoder Calibration
When the hardware fittings have been done to match the control cards’ input
voltages from the encoders the scale factor between the amount of encoder
ticks and ideal physical cart distance travelled can be done. With a GU¨DEL
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SN1024 pinion having 24 cogwheels and travelling 3.14159265 (PI) mm per cog,
a Faulhaber 38/1 S gearbox with a ratio of 14:1 and a ERN 1080 rotary encoder
with a 3600 line count and four times interpretation gives the distance travelled
per one motor revolution by Equation (4.4).
24 · PI · 49
676
= 5.4 mm (4.4)
The cart travelled per full steps, one QEI-tick, then becomes,
24 · PI · 49
676
· 1
14400
= 0.38 µm (4.5)
or 2673 ticks per mm.
From the positional encoder LIDA 487 which have a grating period of 20
µm and with four times interpretation the scale factor becomes,
20
4
= 5 µm (4.6)
or 200 tick per mm. This resolution is not sufficient enough so an arctan inter-
polation is needed.
4.2.1 Arctan Interpolation
From the QEI on the control card the values generated from the linear position
encoder can be seen as the dash-dotted magenta line in Figure 4.2 below.
The solution for increasing the resolution is to make use of the encoders’
analogue values. With them an arctan interpolation can be used to match our
demands. The red solid line in the figure is the arctan interpolation of sin/cos.
In the real application the amplitude is represented as 1 V pp from the en-
coder. So with the usage of the arctan-function, and the possibility to offset its
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Figure 4.2: Optimal arctan interpolation
values in the second and fourth quadrant so it will appear as the read dotted
line, we have achieved our goal. If we now apply this to our previous dashed-
dotted magenta line we have successfully increased the resolution to match our
demands represented as the purple dashed-dotted line.
This can be done by using the C-funtions atan or atan2 or by writing an
own look-up table when dealing with more restricted resources. With a 8-bit
interpolation the resolution would now become 78 nm which is almost 5 times
higher than the resolution from the rotary encoders of 380 nm.
Shannon’s Sampling Theorem
When sampling analogue signals it is important to make sure that the digital
representation becomes correct [16]. The signal above the Nyquist frequency
cannot be reconstructed after the sampling and an aliasing frequency might
occur in,
|(w1 + wN ) mod(ws)− wN | = w, [0 wN ) (4.7)
where ws is the sampling frequency, w1 the signal we want to sample and wN
the Nyquist frequency, wN = ws/2.
With our sampling frequency of ≈ 36kHz and wN ≈ 18kHz there will be no
problem reconstructing the analogue signals from the different encoders over the
SPI-interface running with 1500kHz. In fact, none of the sampled signals has a
frequency over wN which means there will not occur any aliasing or frequency
folding.
4.3 PID-structure for Dual Motor Control
The applied PID cascade structure on the DMC is shown in Figure 4.3. The
positional regulator was implemented only using the proportional gain, P. The
velocity and the two current regulators were implemented using a PI-structure.
Pos. Vel.
Cur.1
Cur.2
Mtr.1
Mtr.2
rp uv
rp,ext rv,ext
ri1,ext
ri2,ext
rv
ui1
ui2
ri1
ri2
u1
u2−yv−yp
−yi1
−yi2
Instead of passing on the same control signal to both of the motors, u1 =
u2 = u, an antagonistical behavior was implemented. This solution enables
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Figure 4.3: Cascade structure for the DMC
the control signal to be continuous the whole time and no jumps, due to e.g.,
backlash, will be made when switching the controller input reference from a
positive to a negative value. The velocity regulator now splits the calculated
control signal, u, into two separate control signals, ui1 and ui2, shown as the
green and red line in Figure 4.4, respectively.
Figure 4.4: Current reference for the two motors
The velocity control output signals are described mathematically as,
u_i1 = min( iCoeffN, iCoeffN+u )
u_i2 = max( iCoeffP, iCoeffP+u )
where iCoeffN and iCoeffP are the currents’ offsets. If you add the signals
together you will see that the sum is exactly the same value as the originally
calculated velocity control signal.
4.3.1 Tuning the Regulator Parameters
The tuning of the parameters were done by working from the inner current loops
outwards step-by-step by empirical studies. This because no explicit model in-
dentificationl of the motors was used. On the test-rig, amongst other things, the
different regulator parameters are very easy to set utilizing the serial prompt
and together with the Python GUI debugging and evaluation were made con-
veniently and the resulting empirical parameters are shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Regulator parameters
Regulator P I D
Current 1 7 0.005 —
Current 2 7 0.005 —
Velocity 500 0.1 —
Position 20 — —
4.4 Results
To evaluate the accuracy of the DMC an external encoder was used as reference;
the Heidenhain ST3078 length gauge. This was mounted on the DMC and on
the rail a stop was made for the ST3078 to measure from. The cart was placed
closed to the stop because of the short operating length of the ST3078, see
Figure 4.9. Approximately half of the length gauge was pushed in and then the
step generator from the Python GUI was used to set a reference value of 5 mm.
Figure 4.5: DMC Position evaluation
The MATLAB print-out below are showing the differences between the peaks
and bottoms comparison points. E.g., 22.8200 is the difference, in µm, between
sample 300 and 2800 of the ERN1080 encoder, and -3.0000 the difference be-
tween sample 4050 and 5300 of the ST3078 encoder. Both results indicate a
drift of one tick per period/cycle. Unfortunately the ST3078 encoder makes
a random jump, see Raw in Figure 4.5, which makes longer runs to identify a
continual drift or stabilization of the DMC difficult.
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ERN1080 (blue)
--------------
py_diff_um =
22.8200 0.3800 0.3800
0 0 0
ST3078 (green)
--------------
py_diff_um =
16.0000 -1.0000 -1.0000
-5.0000 -3.0000 0
The larger differences from the first peak/bottom are probably effects of the
backlash before the motors have closed the gap. The accuracy is slightly over
90% better compared to previous work [13] which is a major improvement.
4.4.1 Evaluation of Measurements and Results
All of the measurements, from voltages to length measurements in the micro-
meter range, are made with equipment with a certen unaccuracy. In addition,
round-off in calculations and sampled data will decrease the accuracy of the reg-
ulators and there by also affect how the final position of the cart is determined.
The lab setup itself may also induce problems for, e.g., the control length gauge.
This because the force of the cart might be so high that it will move the position
of where the gauge itself is mounted.
All these uncertainties will, of course, affect the final result with their com-
bined unaccuracy and therefore a Heidenhain ST3078 length gauge is used for
the final control measurement. This minimizes the evaluation of all measure-
ments and results down to one uncertainty, and it is this that is the point of
using an external length gauge. The Heidenhain ST3078 has an accuracy of
±1µm [12]. With the repeatability result of 3µm and the ±1µm accuracy of
the length gauge the total resulting repeatability accuracy of the cart becomes
2− 4µm.
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4.5 Application Study: The COMET Project
Today’s industrial robots are excellent in the area of assembly and pick and
place where the emphasis lies on high agility. The downside of this flexibility
is the reduction of stiffness compared to conventional machine tools. Before
today’s industrial robots can be used in typical machining applications there
are three critical limitations that needs to be taken care of. The lack of absolute
positioning accuracy, disturbance rejection in terms of process forces, and the
lack of reliable programming and simulation tools to ensure correct first time
machining, once production commences. The COMET project consists of four
elements that together aim to overcome these challenges [18, 19].
• A methodology for describing Kinematic and Dynamic Models of Indus-
trial Robots (KDMIR) to accurately define the static and dynamic be-
havior of any industrial robot, which will be represented by its unique
signature.
• An integrated Programming and Simulation environment for Adaptive
Robot Path Generation for machining with Industrial Robots (PSIR)
based on the unique signatures.
• An Adaptive Tracking system for Industrial Robots (ATIR) to detect de-
viations from the programmed robot path and to adaptively initiate real-
time corrections via the robot controller to ensure the necessary machining
accuracy.
• A High Dynamics Compensation Mechanism (HDCM) to accomplish an
absolute accuracy better than 50µm; with dynamics significantly beyond
the structural capability of the robot system on its own.
Figure 4.6: The idea of the COMET Project, see http://www.cometproject.eu/
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4.5.1 DMC-platform in COMET
During the 6th General Assembly in Lund on April 12—13 2012, a demonstra-
tion regarding mid-ranging was performed utilizing the DMC-platform which
will emulate the HDCM. Mid-ranging control theory is typically used when
having more input signals/actuators than output signals, e.g., two input sig-
nals and one output whereas one of them have a higher resolution or different
dynamics as well as a limited working area. The latter example is often used
for describing the Valve Position Control (VPC) structure [15], where u2 pro-
vides the capacity and u1 the faster response and better resolution. In the
COMET-setup the robot corresponds to the slower valve and the HDCM the
faster valve.
u1
u2
Figure 4.7: Valve position control
In Figure 4.8 below one of the successful demonstration during the COMET
project is shown. During the first 7000 samples the mid-ranging controller is
active and some disturbances are made to the robot (ABB IRB120). Around
sample 500 the robot is slowly pushed away from its starting position, the middle
of its workspace, and in order to compensate the HDCM (DMC) follows it moves
exactly.
Figure 4.8: Mid-ranging result from the COMET project
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Hard to see in Figure 4.8 is, when optimal, that the HDCM responds faster
to the disturbances due to the higher resolution and flexibility which makes
the relative error (ST3078) almost zero all of the time. The robot is then
continuously being exposed to different disturbances and around sample 7000
the mid-ranging control is turned off. This can easily be seen by the DMC not
returning to its starting position. At sample 8000 the mid-ranging is turned
back on and the DMC is returned to its initial position.
The purpose of using mid-ranging control in the robot/HDCM set-up is
to keep the HDCM around the middle of its working range, since it has a very
limited working range of about 0.5 mm, compared to the robot workspace which
is approximately 3 m.
Figure 4.9: Mid-ranging demonstration set-up. DMC-platform with the HEI-
DENHAIN ST3078 mounted connecting the robot arm and the HDCM (DMC).
4.5.2 Acknowledgements
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Future Work and
Conclusions
Despite a fully working test rig and a number of successfully completed tests,
there is still more to be done before the DMC-platform even can be considered
for usage in fabrics-of-the-future. Here are five items that need more attention
and to be more reflected over.
• Long-run test to identify any drifting or if the DMC will, still, have a high
repeatability accuracy.
• Try different control strategies to enhance the repeatability accuracy and/or
speed of the DMC.
• Evaluate the results on a Gantry-Tau robot.
• Update hardware components to make the DMC more robust and/or
faster.
• Implement the exposed positional encoder.
In this thesis a working DMC platform was made and implemented with a con-
trol strategy utilizing an antagonistic behavior as well as contruction of a GUI
for debugging. A very high accuracy was achieved despite not taking usage of
the external positional encoder in the control strategy. As the presented results
shows, see Figure 4.5, the accuracy is a factor 10 greater compared to previous
work [13] which is a major improvement. The draw-back with the antagonistic
behavior is of course the loss of effective torque from the other motor, which
might be solved by taking some of the items above into consideration. The
economical aspect of this project has not been given any focus but might be
very interesting to look further into when a more finalized product is, if it will
be, ready.
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Appendix A. Schematics
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B
SCI-A Register
/* Configure SCI-A regs */
//------------------------------------------------------------------
// TX FIFO
//------------------------------------------------------------------
// SciaRegs.SCIFFTX.all=0xE040;
SciaRegs.SCIFFTX.bit.TXFFIL = 0; // Interrupt level
// SciaRegs.SCIFFTX.bit.TXFFIENA = 1; // TX FIFO interrupt on
SciaRegs.SCIFFTX.bit.TXFFIENA = 0; // TX FIFO interrupt off
SciaRegs.SCIFFTX.bit.TXFFINTCLR = 1; // Clear TX interrupt flag
// SciaRegs.SCIFFTX.bit.TXFFINT // Interrupt flag
// SciaRegs.SCIFFTX.bit.TXFFST // number of words in FIFO buffer
SciaRegs.SCIFFTX.bit.TXFIFOXRESET = 1; // Re-enable TX FIFO
SciaRegs.SCIFFTX.bit.SCIFFENA = 1; // FIFO enabled
SciaRegs.SCIFFTX.bit.SCIRST = 1; // FIFO resume TX/R
//------------------------------------------------------------------
// RX FIFO
//------------------------------------------------------------------
// SciaRegs.SCIFFRX.all=0x204f;
SciaRegs.SCIFFRX.bit.RXFFIL = 16; // Interrupt fill level
// SciaRegs.SCIFFRX.bit.RXFFIENA = 1; // RX FIFO interrupt enable
SciaRegs.SCIFFRX.bit.RXFFIENA = 0; // RX FIFO interrupt disabled
SciaRegs.SCIFFRX.bit.RXFFINTCLR = 1; // Clear RX interrupt flag
// SciaRegs.SCIFFRX.bit.RXFFINT // RX FIFO interrupt flag
// SciaRegs.SCIFFRX.bit.RXFFST // Nbr of words in RX FIFO buffer
SciaRegs.SCIFFRX.bit.RXFIFORESET = 1; // Re-enable RX FIFO
SciaRegs.SCIFFRX.bit.RXFFOVRCLR = 1; // Clear RX overflow flag
// SciaRegs.SCIFFRX.bit.RXFFOVF // RX Overflow bit
//------------------------------------------------------------------
// FIFO CONTROL
//------------------------------------------------------------------
// SciaRegs.SCIFFCT.all=0x0;
SciaRegs.SCIFFCT.bit.FFTXDLY = 0; // Delay between buffer and shift
SciaRegs.SCIFFCT.bit.CDC = 0; // Auto-detect calibration
SciaRegs.SCIFFCT.bit.ABDCLR = 0; // Reset auto-baud flag
SciaRegs.SCIFFCT.bit.ABD = 0; // Auto-baud detect bit
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//------------------------------------------------------------------
// INIT BAUD
//------------------------------------------------------------------
// Communication Control Register
SciaRegs.SCICCR.bit.SCICHAR = 7; // Character data length (7=8bits)
SciaRegs.SCICCR.bit.ADDRIDLE_MODE = 0; // Idle-line mode (RS-232)
SciaRegs.SCICCR.bit.LOOPBKENA = 0; // Loop-back disabled
SciaRegs.SCICCR.bit.PARITY = 0; // Odd parity (disabled)
SciaRegs.SCICCR.bit.PARITYENA = 0; // Parity disabled
SciaRegs.SCICCR.bit.STOPBITS = 0; // No stop bit
// Control Register 1
SciaRegs.SCICTL1.bit.SLEEP = 0; // Sleep mode off
SciaRegs.SCICTL1.bit.TXWAKE = 0; // Wake-up method
SciaRegs.SCICTL1.bit.RXERRINTENA = 1; // Interrupt on RX error
// Control Register 2
SciaRegs.SCICTL2.bit.TXINTENA = 1; // TX ready int. enable (off)
SciaRegs.SCICTL2.bit.RXBKINTENA = 1; // Receiver-buffer real int.
// SciaRegs.SCICTL2.bit.TXEMPTY // TX buffer empty
// SciaRegs.SCICTL2.bit.TXRDY // TX buffer ready to receive new data
// ---- LSPCLK = 37.5 MHz (150 MHz / 6) ----
// SciaRegs.SCILBAUD = 4; // 937.5 kBaud
// SciaRegs.SCILBAUD = 7; // 576 kBaud
// SciaRegs.SCILBAUD = 9; // 460.8 kBaud
SciaRegs.SCILBAUD = 19; // 230.4 kBaud
// SciaRegs.SCILBAUD = 243; // 19.2 kBaud
// Enable and reset UART
SciaRegs.SCICTL1.bit.RXENA = 1; // RX buffer enabled
SciaRegs.SCICTL1.bit.TXENA = 1; // TX buffer enabled
SciaRegs.SCICTL1.bit.SWRESET = 1; // Software Reset the SCI module
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